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Inspiration

This design is inspired by the make-shift and highly performative 
atmosphere of the restaurant scene in Tati’s !lm Play Time.  

Structure

The cinema will be made entirely of sca"old wrapped in white scrim. 
Here a typically industrial and inaccessible structure strongly relat-
ing to the reconstruction of the city is reinvented as a public space 
!lled with fun and exciting happenings.  

A mix of tables and chairs creates a restaurant like atmosphere with 
additional seating provided by low platforms on the sca"olding.

A large gap provides an easy entrance and acts as a picture window 
for the passer by.   

Outside a stall operates providing food and drink (perhaps the 
French pastry stall from the Lyttelton market).  It is a small, bright 
and colourful beacon, in homage to Taiti’s #ower stall.

Lighting

Recycled #oresent tube lighting and construction work lights hang 
in an erratic manner throughout the space referencing the collapsed 
wall of the restaurant scene.  Lighting will be turned o" during the 
!lm screening.

Sound

We were inspired by the way in which Taiti uses sound to direct 
audience attention to areas of action.  We have placed a speaker on 
the street which plays audio from the !lm. It is connected to the 
space by a looping and curling red extension cord, providing a 
bright path for the intrigued passer by to follow.

Before and after the !lm audio from restaurant scene (largely jazz 
and chatter) could be played providing an general atmosphere of 
buzz and anticipation. 
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Budget

Required Equipment:

PA system and projector   (provided)
Sca"olding (construction and dismantle) $930
White scrim covering for sca"olding  $200
Inspection lamp x10     $299.80
ARLEC 20m red extension cord x 2  $110
Recycled speaker    $100
Pallets x 12      $24
Plywood sheets x 6    $150
Doors x 4     $120
Florescent lights     $400
Electrician     $250
Buy Right white extension cords  $232.40
Hire Ace Van Hire (24 hour)   $87 
Recycled chairs    $500
Projection screen hire   $200
Tarpoline hire      $200

Total             $3803.2 

Our primary goal is to create a fantastic space we can be 
proud of. If the budget is used in its entirity to do this we are 
happy to work for free. If there is money left over we would 
gratefully except it as a design fee as we are currently saving 
for overseas travel.  

Sca"olding and white scrim exterior

Custom Sca"olding 
(www.customsca"olding.co.nz) has 
quoted us for the
construction and deconstruction of 
four walls (2x 12800 by 6000 and 2x 
12500 by 6000) comprised of 
simple ring sca"olding, complete 
with scrim covering. The sca"olding 
walls cost $650 to construct and 
deconstruct with a $70 per week 
hire fee. The white scrim covering 
will cost an additional $200. 

Door and trestle tables

Simple trestle tables can be made from recycled doors set 
on top of hinged plywood legs. They are fully collapsible 
and transportable.  Doors can be purchased for $30 each 
from The PumpHouse. The trestle legs are made from 
500mm by 700mm boards fastened with hinges. We 
would need three sheets of 1845mm by 945mm of recy-
cled ply which can be purchased at Musgroves ltd for $25 
each.

Builders work lamp
These work lamps can be purchased at Mitre 
10 at a cost of $29.98 each. They are com-
prised of a glass jar which holds an energy 
saving light bulb. They can be simply hung at 
any height.

Florescent light rods and wiring

Twenty #orescent light rods (including 
holders) can be purchased at The Pump 
House for between $10-$20 each. There 
will be an added charge of $250 for D 
Reynolds Electrical to wire the lights to 
white extension cords ($11.62 for a 10m 
cord) and have them tagged and tested 
for safety. 

Extension cord and speaker

Most of the extension cords for this project will be borrowed or 
purchased cheaply from places like PumpHouse or second hand 
stores. We noticed that the gap !ller light sponsors The Light Site 
also have extension cords for hire. However we will purchase two 
red ARLEC 20m extra heavy duty extension cord from Mitre 10 for 
the satellite speaker installation.   

Pallet and plywood stage

Twelve pallets (three pallets wide and 
two deep) at $2 each (or hopefully free 
if we can scout some) with a ply top 
(2438mm x 3676mm) will be used to 
form the stage for performances/ 
presentations. 

A large projection screen can be hired from 
Vison Enhance for approx $200 per week. 
However, ideally we would like to work 
with the custom sca"olding people to 
create a frame for the screen, which is built 
in to the sa"olding structure itself. 

Projection screen

Recycled chairs

An eclectic mix of recycled, donated and 
second hand chairs will be procured 
from a variety of sources. One option 
which we have explored is to give a 
second life to recent 185 chair installa-
tion by artist Pete Majendie. We have 
discussed this with him and he is open 
to the idea of the chairs being used in 
this way.



Construction and deconstruction timeline 

9th March   

10th - 11th  March    

12th - 13th March  

14th March 

15th March 

16th - 31st March 

1st April 
  

2nd April    
 

Sca"old is constructed by Custom Sca"olding. Tarpaulin roof attatched.
 
Chairs, lights plywood and all other materials transported to site.

Space is decorated. Tables constructed. 

Electronics installed, PA system set up. 

Sound check and test run of !lm.

Screening of !lms and other events on site.

Chairs, lights and tables, pallets to be transported from site. (materials can 
go  to gap !ller for future projects - any other materials not required will 
go back to the recycling centre.) 
  
Sca"old is deconstructed by Custom Sca"olding. Tarpaulin roof detached.
  

 



We have a background in Spatial Design and Fine Arts. We have 
collaborated on several projects together, most recently we 
completed the set design for a New Zealand Film Commission 
funded short !lm. This has been such a great design brief, we 
would love to do this project.
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